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The ATHENIAN
Greetings, Florida Phi Theta Kappa
I hope everyone had a good summer, and chapters are
gearing up for an amazing fall semester.
Congratulations to Beta Beta Upsilon for a wonderful
Honors Institute at Polk State College- Lakeland. The
speakers did excellent presentations on our new Honors
Study Topic “Transformations: Acknowledging, Assessing, and Achieving Change.”
Congratulations as well to all the newly certified Leadership Development instructors who attained the training at
Honors Institute this past June at Villanova University in
Pennsylvania. It was a very different HI this year focusing
on leadership development. Advisors and members alike
left with a greater knowing and appreciation for leadership as well as the cuisine of Philadelphia.
While we are on the topic of leadership, be sure not to
miss our Leadership Conference at Nova Southeastern in
Fort Lauderdale Oct. 26 and October 27. Information has
been sent to advisors and is available on our Facebook
page (Phi Theta Kappa: Florida Region) and
www.flptk.org. Hotel deadline is Sept. 28th.
You do not want to miss this conference. We will be presenting the new online Regional Awards Program!
Email me any questions at frankec@phsc.edu
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Have a great semester and see you in Ft. Lauderdale!!

CJ
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Hosting the Florida Regional Honors Institute
Beta Upsilon Upsilon hosted the
Regional Honors Institute at its home
campus, Polk State College, Lakeland
on the weekend of July 13 – 15, 2018.
Fourteen Florida Phi Theta Kappa chapters attended the conference to learn
more about the Honors topic, and how
chapter members could be successful in their Honors in Action research and writing process.
Friday night, District Dean Dr. Orathai Northern welcomed members and challenged all to
consider if change is the same as transformation. We were also welcomed by chapter president,
John Ford, who introduced the Regional Officer Team: Vitoria Moraes (Executive), Kyle Kerlew
(Scholarship), Andrea Gutierrez and Karla Hernandez Suarez (Leadership), Lynette GrahamKemp (Service), Danielle Bryan (Communications), Ina Dininno (Awards), Joe Culbreath
(Fellowship) and John Ford (Honors Institute).
Saturday morning began with the first speaker’s
presentation. Professor Heather Childree
engaged the members in an exercise called
Creativity: Using the Subconscious.
Members skimmed through book passages and
underlined words or phrases that caught their attention. Then, they were asked to read the page as
if only the selected words or phrases were the story on the page. Secondly, members were to write
their thoughts while interjecting words or phrases provided by Professor Childree.
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Both exercises demonstrated how everyone brings a unique view to research and writing,
and how important that is when working on the Honors in Action Project. can begin!
The second speaker, Professor Carol Martinson, shared the National Geographic’s documentary
America Inside Out with Katie Courac: Your Brain on Tech. It showed how technology has
changed society, sometimes in a positive way and other times not. Investigating and questioning a
specific theme which would lead to a dynamic Honors in Action project. Of course, once the project is accomplished then comes the writing. The last day began with a review of the Honors Study
Topic themes. Our Regional Coordinator, Connie LaMarca-Frankel, urged each chapter to continue
researching,
Following each speaker, everyone joined their designated groups to discuss and share opinions and
question what they learned. Saturday evening many returned after dinner for fellowship, popcorn,
and other snacks while watching the Disney movie, Wall-E.
© Disney Pixar
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Club Outreach and Collaboration by Alpha Gamma Omega
Networking and communication are very important,
especially in this evolving society we now reside in.
Investopedia asserts that networking is a process that
“fosters the exchange of information and ideas” among
those who share a common goal. Alpha Gamma Omega
is taking an active leap in working together with other
clubs and organizations on campus as well as other Phi
Theta Kappa Chapters to emphasize our main objective
this year. To assist our local peers in reaching their goals
and emphasize community involvement.
Last year, Alpha Gamma Omega coordinated a community college project to enlighten their peers of the
brutal reality that a large portion of their student population on campus, is considered homeless. This event was
called Valencia’s Second Annual Sleepout. We partnered directly with the Covenant House that assists children and youth who are currently facing homelessness.
To emphasize the reality those could face, the students
slept outside in the Mall Area on Valencia East Campus,
so they can understand a little more about how some of
their peers live - without a roof over their head and waking up to find your blanket soaked in dew. Last year, our
team worked diligently on making the event a success.
We want to continue their legacy this year and expand
the tradition.

Phi Theta Kappa has a lot to offer to individuals
and other organizations/clubs that wish to gain more
knowledge about how to become a known entity in their
community, as well as gaining more positive membership. We believe that partnering and sharing ideas
among others could promote leadership skills, social
outreach, and could eventually encourage scholastic excellence. Having our Council of Clubs Representative
partake in Valencia’s In Club Council meetings monthly, Alpha Gamma Omega can increase collaborative
efforts at Valencia College with other great leaders and
magnify the development of ideas between different
groups. Those ideas will then reach our leadership team
and members, and as a society, we will work together to
better impact a larger group of people. Confidently, we
stride, endorsing outreach and foreseeing lives change
forever.

Changing things up a bit this year, we are partnering
with Student Development, Student Government Association, Social Entrepreneurship, and any other clubs that
wish to partake in making the event a larger success than
the last. We believe in doing so will have a larger impact
on the Covenant House and all those who partake in this
glorious event.
“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is success” - Edward Everett Hale

LEADERS ‘R’ US by Kappa Nu
Kappa Nu has been promoting leadership skills through workshops on campus. It has been a learning experience for the officers as we try to
implement new changes and get rid of some things that don’t work. Some old things that we are keeping include having local business owners
to come talk to the members and students that have participated in these workshops. One of the most popular workshops to date is the body
language workshop.. In this workshop, we teach the basics of understanding your own body language and showing how it can hurt or help
your leadership skills. Some new implementations include participating in MEGA Mondays, hosting a more advanced body language workshop for those who have attended the first body language workshop. This workshop will go more in depth on the finer nuances to look for
when talking with people during job interviews. We hope to offer more workshops in the future.
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Beta Theta Omega Begins Comeback to 5-Star Status
During the first week of the semester, both officers and members of Phi Theta Kappa – Beta Theta Omega kicked off the first
week of back to school by accomplishing their first College Project of
the year. For the college project, members and officers volunteered to
serve as greeters and to go out among the masses to welcome, guide,
and introduce new students to the Seminole St. Petersburg College
campus. In an effort to revitalize the presence of the chapter at the
campus, volunteers were stationed at the entrance of each building, as
well as in the halls indoors, and the walkways outside. The cordial
and welcoming members of PTK – Beta Theta Omega made sure to
make students feel welcomed and excited to start the semester at the
Seminole campus of St. Petersburg College.
It was critical for all volunteers to not only represent Beta
Theta Omega and PTK well, but to also lend a helping hand to the
large amount of new students getting lost while trying to navigate
their way to class for the first time, because each door greeter remembered the embarrassment of getting lost while trying to find each class
in a new environment, and felt it would lighten the burden and stress
each school year brings. In addition to guiding the students, greeters
also encouraged students to get involved with campus life. The provost for the SPC Seminole Campus, Mark F. Strickland, Jr., showed
great appreciation and support for the chapter. Provost Strickland
said, “PTK’s involvement in assisting new and returning students during the first week of class was very valuable.
Our PTK chapter came dressed in their St. Petersburg College
shirts, with maps in hand, a smile and a readiness to assist. I was
proud and appreciated their efforts. I look forward to their continued
participation in campus initiatives that focus on assisting others and
giving back.” In summary, this event made a small, but significant
difference for the new students at St. Petersburg College by making
them feel comfortable with their fellow students, new campus, and
eager to get involved in clubs as the semester progresses. Phi Theta
Kappa – Beta Theta Omega is thrilled to begin working on their next
events and College Projects and are determined to reinvigorate their
presence to become a 5-star chapter.
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RECRUITMENT DRIVE with Delta Omicron
For the 2018-19 academic year, per a directive from college administration, Palm Beach
State College has established a goal to more than
double its number students enrolled in the school’s
Dr. Floyd F. Koch Honors College. Resulting from
this initiative has been an influx of more than 350
new honors students. Early this fall, Delta Omicrons was invited to participate in orientation sessions for new Honors College students. In the past,

structure, and future of Phi Theta Kappa to the en-

despite major similarities between students en-

tire new class of Dr. Floyd F. Koch honors stu-

rolled in the Honors College and those active in

dents.

Phi Theta Kappa, there has not been much interac-

This event has kick started Delta Omi-

tion or collaboration between the college’s two

cron’s recruitment drive for the 2018-19 year. As

groups of extraordinary students. However, this

Palm Beach State College is in the midst of transi-

year, a goal has been set between both the honors

tioning to a new online calendar system for all stu-

college and our honors society to collaborate and

dent organizations on campus, it was vital for us to

assist each other on campus.

find a way to maintain, or even increase, registra-

The experience to present Phi Theta Kappa

tion from new members during this rocky period.

was an honor - in addition to being our chapter’s

The exposure we received from presenting at the

first time introducing ourselves to prospective Phi

Honors College orientation has already paid divi-

Theta Kappans at an Honors College orientation

dends for our chapter! We have received dozens of

(arguably our greatest recruiting opportunity of the

requests from new honors students to join Delta

semester) – as we were the only member of our

Omicron. Honors Students have visited our on-

college’s Inter-Club Council (I.C.C.) to be invited

campus Phi Theta Kappa chapter office every day

to the event. On Friday, August 25th, amongst

since our participation in the orientation sessions.

presentations from college administration (from
vice presidents to academic deans), professors
(including faculty liaisons), honors student organizations (such as the Honors Student Advisory
Council), and academic advisory board members,
we were given a time slot to explain the history,
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“you need to make sure your speech fits the theme and speaks to your audience. “

Running for International Office
Beta Pi Theta

Have you or someone from your chapter
considered running for Phi Theta Kappa International Office? Perhaps the first time you heard
about having the option to run is in this article. As
an International Presidential Candidate at last
year’s convention, I will share some of the challenges I encountered on my journey and provide
some tips and support for you if you decide to run.
Before you jump right in, remember to meet all
deadlines, stay within your budget, get creative,
and most importantly be yourself.
One of the most significant soft skills you
will enhance during your campaign is time management, which is a proficiency that every potential
employer or university wants in their applicants.
Before you arrive at Catalyst and experience its
intense candidate agenda, you need to meet strict
deadlines for your application, distributive material,
and Honors topic speech. Fortunately, Jennifer
Stanford and her team are very supportive and will
be with you every step of the way. However, you
should dust off your physical planner, add the deadlines to your digital calendar, and communicate the
tasks and deadlines to your advisors and campaign
team. Your campaign manager must be organized
and trustworthy as they should guide you throughout the convention and even remind you to eat because you will likely forget.
In addition to time management, you will
strengthen your creativity and financial management skills as well. One of the most significant
concerns I heard from my fellow candidates was
how they should interpret the assigned Honors
Speech topic. Aside from battling the nerves of
giving the speech in front of a large crowd, you
need to make sure your speech fits the theme and
speaks to your audience. The theme was Visions of
Justice; candidate interpretation ranged from veteran suicide to educational inequality. Another major
contender of creativity and financial management is
your campaign design; table elements, flyers,
games, costumes, anything that makes you stand
out from the crowd (literally).

Finally, the most important thing to keep in
mind when developing your platform is to be yourself. As strange as it sounds, while you are “selling
yourself” to scholars from all across the globe with
different views, if you put on a facade to appeal to
different audiences, Phi Theta Kappa members will
see through you and keep walking. While the decision to run can be intimidating, the experience of
running is unique and worth the effort.
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Reflecting on Honors Institute

The Phi Theta Kappa Honors Institute in Philadelphia PA was an experience like I have never
had before. I participated in many team building exercises, working with others and learning
how to support each other. For instance, we were given a camping pole and told we could
not communicate with words, but somehow, as a group, we were supposed to get the pole
from a specific height to the ground. There was almost this unspoken understanding when
we lowered the pole to the ground; when we did not speak, we relied on each other and it
slowly became easier to lower the pole to the ground. It became an open forum with no bad
or wrong ideas.
We did other team building activities, like “thinkers, watchers, and doers,” which is when a
large group is split into three smaller groups. The thinkers had to figure out a way to communicate how to build a certain shape to the doers without showing them the sheet that held
the image they were supposed to recreate. The doers had to follow the instruc© ptk.org
tions given to them by the thinkers exactly. The watchers mostly observed what
was going on, and determined the leaders from followers, noticing key elements in
people that came out during this exercise.
There was a set curriculum that we were expected to learn, but when we broke out into
open sessions we were able to hear everyone’s opinion on the topic or discussion at hand.
The Honors Institute helped us all discover new skills to bring back to our college chapter to
help our Rho Eta members grow in both their knowledge and skills. For me personally, it was
a great experience that helped me learn how to better see, accept, and rely on new points of
view and how to better accept the diversity around us. This is something that I will carry forth
with me and use the rest of my life to better every situation I encounter.
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Beach Clean up
By Sigma Mu

What’s one of the few things more attractive than a stretch of Florida’s gulf coastline? A section of Florida’s gulf
coastline free from debris and garbage, of course. Taking this sentiment to heart, the Sigma Mu chapter of
Northwest Florida State College once again worked with community members and partnered with Hillsborough
Community College this past Earth Day in April for one of the chapter’s two annual beach clean ups. In pursuit
of its community service goals, Sigma Mu participates in a beach cleanup every fall and spring semester in
which, volunteers sweep the beach in search of trash to be disposed of. This particular cleanup also furthered
the chapter’s 2017 Honors in Action project on Recycling. The beach that received the chapter’s efforts was the
John Beasley Park and Boardwalk on Okaloosa Island in the city of Fort Walton Beach. This is an area frequented by tourist from out of town. It was felt the area’s cleanliness was a priority for leaving a positive impression
upon tourists. During the cleanup, volunteers were provided with gloves and bags for disposing of litter. The
volunteers also took the liberty of sorting the waste for easier processing, with discrete bags for garbage, recyclables, and cigarette butts. Of course, just mentioning these three categories would be a gross misrepresentation of all that volunteers found. While combing the beach, they came across everything from fruit rinds and
beach toys to abandoned beach chairs. It is safe to assume that anyone who forgot to bring their beach chair
home with them must have been understandably captivated by the picturesque beaches surrounding them so
much so that they can hardly be blamed for letting a measly folding chair slip their mind. Thanks in part to the
ongoing efforts of the Sigma Mu chapter, such tourists may continue to enjoy the beautiful beaches of the Emerald Coast.
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Back to Class with Chi Epsilon

Classes at Valencia College started on Monday, August 27th, so the
Chi Epsilon Chapter was excited to welcome back old members and
invite new members to join. Our officers attended the Welcome Back
Fair on August 28th where we discussed the benefits of joining PTK
with many students who were intrigued about our society. Large
events can be aggravating because many people stop by club tables
just to get a stamp and redeem a reward at the end, so many people
ignore what you tell them. But don’t let this get you down, these
events help you reach a great amount of people and get your name out
there. Chi Epsilon has been working on increasing membership and
one way to start is by advertising our chapter at the Welcome Back
Fair, showing our PTK regalia and logo to catch people’s attention, as
well as coordinating to wear the PTK colors on our officer’s shirts during events. This event served as a tool to invite people to attend our
orientation, find out more about PTK, and want to join our chapter. At
our orientations we will dive deep into the benefits and advantages of
joining PTK, answer any questions people might have, and welcome
people into our community of scholars. After a summer spent full of
planning and coordinating new stuff for the next school year, Chi Epsilon would like to wish everyone a great year and welcome everyone
back to class with joy!
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NEW SEMINAR SERIES
By Upsilon Eta
The Upsilon Eta Chapter is thrilled for what is to come of the Fall term! We are
excited to be collaborating with community programs and different departments within our college to put together several seminar series that promote Phi Theta Kappa’s
four hallmarks: Leadership, service, fellowship, and scholarship.
During the Fall semester, our chapter will hold several seminar series. One of
these series will be for leadership development, in which we will assess the attendee’s leadership styles and provide numerous ways in which they can use leadership tactics to their advantage and enhance their personal and professional life. In
addition to the leadership seminar series, we will also have series for professional
development, mental health, and scholarships. Like the leadership series, the professional development, mental health, and scholarship series will be orchestrated in collaboration with the college administration to create a more comprehensive learning
experience. We will likely develop more education series in the future, but we decided it would be a good idea to start with a few and see how they go.
The audience for these seminar series is not limited to Phi Theta Kappa members, they will be open to our college’s current students and alumni. We want to create recognition for our chapter on campus and in the community, as well as promote
Phi Theta Kappa’s four hallmarks. We are hoping that these seminar series will enhance the student’s college learning experience and promote the college’s mission
statement. That mission being to provide high value, relevant life-long education that
enhances the intellectual, social, cultural and economic development of our diverse
community. Community organizations that we may use to create these seminars are
Mayor’s Young Leadership Advisory Council (MYLAC), Mental Health America North
East Florida, National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI), Year Up, and more.
To create further accessible learning, we have included making videos into
our project plan. We would record these seminar series and post them online for students who are distance learners, deployed, or otherwise unable to attend.
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Fun with Math by Alpha
Zeta Epsilon
Who said math can’t be fun? Working
with our advisor, Dr. Karl Haller, our
chapter researched the facts and fun of Pi.
For those of you not familiar with Pi, it is
a mathematical constant that is used in
many formulas of math and physics.
Simply put, it is the ration of the circumference of a circle to its diameter.
It is approximately equal to 3.14159 and
can go on forever.
Our chapter decorated our Student Center
with information boards explaining Pi
and its importance. We then proceeded to
decorate the walls with Pi humor.
We concluded our project on March 14
with a literal “Pi Day” serving the students, apple, cherry, and blueberry pie.
A good time was had by all.
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PTK joins the American Heart Association (AHA)’s
Miami Heart Walk by Beta Alpha Iota
Last November, our Beta Alpha Iota Chapter at Miami Dade College Homestead
Campus connected with the hearts of those in the Greater Miami area by coming together
to bring awareness and to rise above heart disease and stroke. Throughout our journey on
the 5-K Miami Heart Walk, held in downtown Miami, we joined with strong people from all
over Miami-Dade County who are fighting for their lives and the lives of those they love.
This amazing experience showed us how coming together with other people can make the
obstacles we face in life much easier.
Professor Susan Lichtman, our chapter's advisor, has been participating in the Miami
Heart Walk for several years in memory of friends and family members that were affected
by heart disease and stroke. She is hoping to make it a tradition for Beta Alpha Iota; her
dream is becoming our dream, and we would love to see it come true. With a world of volunteer opportunities ready to be taken, it is not hard to find ways to make our community a
better place. All it takes is the time and dedication, as a group, to make things happen. The
Beta Alpha Iota Chapter is looking forward to doing bigger and better things in the future!

Standing next to beautiful Biscayne Bay, just before the
Heart Walk began, are Beta Alpha Iota members Diana
Luna, Marium Kanta, Loreta Lopez, and chapter president
Artina Arthurs.

Beta Alpha Iota members, together with their fellow MDC
Homestead students, proudly made it to the Heart Walk
finish line – mission accomplished!
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Beta Alpha Iota members Loreta Lopez (left) and
chapter president Artina Arthurs (right) join chapter
advisor, Professor Susan Lichtman (center).

Beta Alpha Iota members were joined by other MDC Homestead students, including members of the campus Journalism Club. The group
paused halfway through the Heart Walk to take this photo in front of
the iconic Freedom Tower in downtown Miami.

“The Heart Walk was a heartwarming experience. Being able to share a beautiful Miami day with our
fellow chapter members and advisor is an experience I will never forget.”
- Loreta Lopez

“I was able to attend the annual Heart Walk that is held to raise funds and celebrate progress
in the fight against heart disease. It was an awesome experience being with the group and
getting through the walk together. Overall, we had an amazing time and hopefully, I will be
able to attend next year’s Heart Walk!”
“What I loved the most from that event was the fact I was walking for a special person in my life that
has impacted me not only academically, but emotionally as well. She is a great woman, with a very
strong and caring heart.” - Maribel Corona
“I loved how everyone from all parts of the county came together to share awareness on an important
health issue.” - Jennifer Garibaldi
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Kappa Nu
We would like to thank everyone who has submitted an article to the Athenian.
It could not be published without you.
EDITOR’S THOUGHTS:
We will be adding a comment/note section in the next Athenian. So if there are
any changes you would like to see, news, events, or any comments you would
like to make or share….Please feel free to contact us at ptk@cf.edu
If you want the comment published, let us know.

Kappa Nu
College of Central Florida
3001 SW College Road
Building 2 Room 207
Ocala, FL. 34474

E-mail: ptk@cf.edu
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